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Effects of lattice relaxation, quantum motion, and uniaxial strain on the internal field at a positive-muon

site in iron have been calculated. The uniaxial strain gives rise to a statistical shift of the muon population

at interstitial sites. The effect of the population shift is found to be primarily responsible for the observed
changes in the muon-precession frequency. The theory also predicts a IjT temperature dependence of the

frequency shifts.

In this Rapid Communication we report the first ab initio
calculation of the energetics of a positive muon p, + in
uniaxially strained iron. Using a self-consistent procedure
based on the effective-medium theory' we show that the
otherwise degenerate energy states of an interstitial muon
are split when stress is applied along the (100) direction
which is also the axis of magnetization. This splitting in-
duces a statistical population shift between magnetically ine-
quivalent interstitial sites. Consequently, the dipolar in-
teraction between the muon and iron spins gives rise to a
shift in the muon-precession frequency. Other interactions
of the muon spin with the environment have been found to
be negligible. The calculated change in the muon internal
field 98„agrees well with experiment both in magnitude
and sign. We also find 98~ to be strongly temperature
dependent. For T) 77 K, r)B„~ M( )T/ ITto within an
accuracy of 1%, where M, (T) is the temperature-dependent
host magnetization. Our theory takes into account the dis-
tortions of host atoms due to p, + self-consistently. The ef-
fect of the muon zero-point motion on the average dipolar
field is included in the calculation and found to be large.

The use of muons as microscopic probes of magnetic
fields in ferromagnetic metals is well known. The internal
field experienced by the p,

+ is given by

~ext + Ildem + ~L +Idip +~hf

where 8,„,and Bd, are, respectively, the external and
demagnetizing field. The Lorentz field BL is expressed in
terms of the saturation magnetization density M, :

Iit
0&-

2

)(t
4f-

Bhf is the hyperfine field due to the Fermi contact interac-
tion of the muon spin with the spin-polarized conduction
electrons.

In hcc iron all the interstitial sites (tetrahedral and oc-
tahedral) have tetragonal symmetry. While the interstitial
tetrahedral (octahedral) sites are structurally equivalent,
magnetically there are two different tetrahedral (octahedral)
sites. The dipolar fields experienced by various interstitial
muon sites are shown in Fig. 1. There are twice as many
tetrahedral sites with 8&;„=+ 2.6 kG as those with

8$ p 5 2 kG Similarly, the octahedral sites with

8&;„=—9.25 kG are twice as many as those with

8&;„=+18.5 kG. Thus one would normally expect a p, + to
precess with two distinctly different frequencies. The fact
that only a single muon-precession frequency was observed
in perfect Fe implied that the muon diffuses rapidly
between the interstitial sites, thus averaging the dipole field

The dipole field 8&;„arising from the interaction of the
muon magnetic moment p, o with the magnetic moment p, ;,„

of Fe ions a distance r, from the muon has the form

po ~ 3r J'~ rg' pion~ rj' piort
Bd;p=

r,'
FKJ. 1. Dipolar fields experienced by various interstitial muon

sites.
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to zero. The hyperfine field extracted from the measured
muon internal field 8„in Eq. (1) is now well understood
theoretically. 4

The change in 8„in Eq. (1) due to the application of
uniaxial strain e is given by

()B„9BL 9Bd;„9Bhf+ "+

By applying stress along (100) direction, Namkung
et al.56 have observed a frequency shift of —0.34+0.023
MHz per 100 microstrain. This corresponds to BB„/tie
= + 25.1+1.7 6/100 microstrain. We estimate the change
in the Lorentz field BL, from measured change in magneti-
zation under pressure and compressibility to be + 0.3 6 per
100 microstrain. The change in the hyperfine field is found
to be about —1 6 per 100 microstrain from the pressure-
dependence study of Hartmann and co-workers. The
change in the dipole field due to the new positions of iron
atoms under strain is again of the order of 1 G. Our esti-
mates are in agreement with those of Namkung et al. ~

The above analysis clearly indicated that the origin of the
observed frequency shift has to lie elsewhere. Namkung
et al. asserted that the uniaxial stressd can cause a popula-
tion shift of the muons by lifting the degeneracy of the in-
terstitial sites. Using the earlier results of Sugimoto and
Fukai on muon states in Nb and V, these authors were
able to get an order-of-magnitude agreement with experi-
ment. In the following we confirm this assertion by means
of a first-principles self-consistent calculation of muon states
in strained iron.

We begin by summarizing the salient features of our cal-
culation. Following Sugimoto and Fukai we write the total
energy of the muon-metal system in the adiabatic limit as

E( {G(R)},p) = E ( {G(R)}) +E„({tI(R)})

where {11(R)}is the set of host atom displacements, EL the
energy stored in the strained lattice, and E„the muon ener-

gy eigenvalue. Minimizing Eq. (5) with respect to the
muon degree of freedom leads to the muon Schrodinger
equation

(6)

V( r ) is the potential-energy field sensed by the muon. It
arises from the "embedding" interaction between the im-

purity quasiatom (muon) and the host. The construction of
V( r ) in Eq. (6) is discussed below. In the harmonic ap-
proximation, the lattice energy EL is expressible in terms of
the dynamic matrix of the solid. Following the Kanzaki for-
malism, we can evaluate the atomic displacements u (and
the elastic energy EL ) in terms of the lattice Green's func-
tion 6, if the forces on the atoms are known. In matrix
shorthand notation,

Q= GP',
where 7' is the Kanzaki force on an atom in a relaxed posi-
tion R+ Q(R):

For a delocalized muon the force and the displacements
vanish, but if Q„(r ) is localized in space, the self-

V( r ) = b, E"' (no( r ))—o:no( r ) + Eh» (10)

where AE"' is the immersion energy of the muon in the
homogeneous electron gas of the sampled density no, o. is a
constant arising from the first-order (Coulomb) correction,
and Eb» is the second-order (hybridization) term. This pro-
cedure has been applied successfully for calculating hydro-
gen heats of solution" and chemisorption energies of hydro-

gen on transition metals. "
The self-consistent solution of Eqs. (6)-(10) gives the

lattice relaxation around the impurity and the self-trapping
energy, i.e., the difference ( ( 0) between the self-trapped
and delocalized-state eigenvalues plus the energy ()0)
used in the lattice deformation. We do not try to estimate
the muon diffusion rate in a unstrained lattice in this Rapid
Communication. In Ref. 9 possible diffusion mechanisms
are discussed on the basis of the results of the present cal-
culation scheme. Results for the iterstitial muon in iron are
given in Table I. The octahedral site seems to be energeti-
cally favorable. Both the lattice relaxation and the muon
zero-point motion affect the average dipolar field seen by
the muon. The lattice relaxation tends to increase the sym-

metry of the interstitial site and decrease the dipolar field.
In the octahedral site the muon distribution extends towards
the neighboring tetrahedral sites, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus
the average field

8'" = d'r lQ„(r ) l'8;, ( r ) (11)

is smaller than the field at the center of the octahedral site.
In the tetrahedral site the effect of the zero-point motion is

smaller. The results are given in Table I.. Note that the
average field over all octahedral (tetrahedral) sites remains

equal to zero.

consistent iteration of Eqs. (2)—(4) may lead to overall en-

ergy lowering in Eq. (5). This corresponds to self-trapping
in an otherwise ideal crystal. Technically, the muon
Schrodinger equation (6) is solved numerically with use of
three-dimensional relaxation techniques, using appropriate
boundary conditions. The lattice Green's function, which is
only a property of the host, is evaluated using detailed
discrete lattice phonon data. '

Sugimoto and Fukai' constructed V( r ) by a pairwise
summation utilizing an empirical muon (hydrogen)-metal
central pair potential. Instead, we formulate the interaction
energy surfaces V( r ) along the lines introduced by Stott
and Zaremba and N@rskov and Lang. ' First, we assume
that a satisfactory approximation for the electron density
n ( r ) in the host (without the muon, but with atomic relax-
ation and/or defects) is available. For most purposes, a su-
perposition of neutral atom electron densities is accurate
enough. The electronic perturbation due to the impurity is,
due to metallic screening, well localized in space, say within
a sphere of radius R, . Inside this sphere the charge density

p, ( r ) and the Coulomb potential $, ( r ) of the impurity
quasiatom are taken to be equal to those for a hydrogen
atom embedded in a homogeneous electron gas. " The den-
sity no ~here the embedding is assumed to take place is
chosen by using Q, ( r ) as the sampling function for the un-

perturbed host:

no=„drP, (r)no(r) J d3rg, (r)
We then proceed systematically in perturbation theory and
obtain (for more details, see Ref. 12)



TABLE I. Results for p, + in iron. BR&/Rt and 8R2/R2 are
changes in the nearest- and second-nearest-neighbor distances. E„
is the self-trapping energy relative to the delocalized band state, the
energy eigenvalue of which is 0.66 eV above the (underformed) po-
tential minimum and 0.60 eV below the energy of free muonium in
vacuum. Bg„and Bd;~ are the dipolar fields in the center of the in-

terstitial site without and with the lattice relaxation due to the
muon. Bd'Ivp is the average field over the muon distribution. The
values for the magnetically inequivalent site are given in
parentheses. AE is the energy difference between the two ine-
quivalent sites in strained iron (100 microstrain). (Bg~} is the
thermal average of the dlpolar field at 300 K in strained iron (100
microstraln) .

C3
I—
UJ

n
C3

.C3

Octahedral
site

Tetrahedral
site

8Rt /Rt (0/0)

8R2/R2 (%)
E,t (eV)

AE (meV)
(Bd;"p} (6)

10.6
0.5

—0.36
—9.25 (18.5)
—5.6 (I 1.2)
-3.8 (7.6)
—0.19
18

6.0
—0.3
—0.33

2.6 (—5.2)
2.2 (—4.4)
2.2 (—4.4)
0.53

29

A unlaxlai strain makes the different octalmdfal (tet-
rahedral) sites inequivalent. The average field due to the
population difference at a finite temperature is

dlP 1

—E2/jkr —F.i/jkr
e +2e

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the two in.equivalent
octahedral (tetrahedral) interstitial sites. Assuming that

Bd;p(T) =Bd;p(0)M, (T)/M, (0)

and that /J. E—= (Et —E2) && kT one can write

M, (T) gE
M (0) kT

We have calculated AE for various strengths of strain up to
S& 104 microstrain and found it to be linear in strain. The
lattice Green's function was assumed to be unaffected by
the strain. The results for 100 microstrain are shown in
Table I. The average dipolar field in strained iron at room

[100] DtRECTION

FIG. 2. Muon distribution at interstitial sites.

temperature (300 K) agrees well with the experimental
result of 2S.1 + 1.7 G/100 microstrain.

In calculating the dipolar field the change in the atomic
positions due to the strain was neglected. Actually, the
atomic displacements make the average field over different
interstitial sites nonzero, —7.1 G/100 microstrain for the
octahedral site, and —2.3 G/100 microstrain for the
tetrahedral site. However, these numbers will be reduced as
a result of the lattice relaxation around the muon and also
the muon zero-point motion to about —2 G/100 microstrain
and —I G/100 microstrain, 1cspcctlvcly.

In conclusion, we have made a first-principles calculation
of the effects of lattice relaxation, zero-point motion, Bnd
uniaxial strain on the average dipolar field seen by a muon
ln iron. Thc results indicate that ln magnetic materials
where the muon is localized, the lattice relaxation and muon
zero-point motion will significantly change the dipolar field
and thus the muon-precession frequency. Calculation of the
Bvcragc dlpolar field ln uniaxlally stlaincd lion ls ln good
agreement with the experimental result at room tempera-
ture. In order to establish the origin of the muon frequency
shift under strain unambiguously, experiments should be
performed at different temperatures and for strain along
othe~ directions. It is hoped that such experiments will
soon be carried out.
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